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Embedding: Multipurpose Device for Understanding
Mathematics and its Development, or Empty
Generalization?
JENS HØYRUP
Yvonne Dold-Samplonius and Paulus Gerdes
in memoriam
ABSTRACT
“Embedding” as a technical concept comes from linguistics, more precisely
from grammar. The present paper investigates whether it can be applied
fruitfully to certain questions that have been investigated by historians (and
sometimes philosophers) of mathematics:
1. The construction of numeral systems, in particular place-value and quasi
place-value systems.
2. The development of algebraic symbolisms.
3. The discussion whether “scientific revolutions” ever take place in
mathematics, or new conceptualizations always include what preceded
them.
A final section investigates the relation between spatial and linguistic
embedding and concludes that the spatio-linguistic notion of embedding can
be meaningfully applied to the former two discussions, whereas the apparent
embedding of older within new theories is rather an ideological mirage.
Key words: Embedding; Generative Grammar; Place-value systems; algebraic
symbolism; Revolutions in mathematics; Spatiality and language; Spatiality
and mathematical thought.

The following reflections were spurred by an invitation to present something of my
own choice at the IX Congreso de la Asociación Española de Semiótica
“Humanidades, ciencia y tecnologia” in Valencia in December 2000.1 Semiotics as
such was never my field, but I decided to take advantage of the occasion and explore
1

The paper was accepted for the proceedings, which however never appeared. I am grateful for the
possibility to publish a revised version in the present context.
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an idea located somewhere in the boundary region between the history of
mathematics, philosophy of mathematics, psychology, linguistics and semiotics.
This was an idea that dawned to me some years earlier and which I had never
found the time to elaborate. It had to do with the notion of “embedding” and its
possible applicability to certain higher-level questions in the historiography of
mathematics (and, in as far as the history of mathematics is relevant for the
philosophy of mathematics, also problems belonging to this latter domain).
The concept – that is, the specific technical meaning of the word, which itself
is obviously older and more broadly used – originated in grammar (more precisely
in syntax). In the sentence “the canary, which had been devoured by the cat, had
been the joy of my mornings”, the relative clause “which had been devoured by
the cat” is embedded in the main clause; as a whole it functions as an element of the
main clause, and it can be replaced (with a change of word order) by a single
adjective – for instance, “yellow”.
Embedding proper thus occurs when a whole subordinate clause – a sentence
in itself – occupies the place of a sentence member (be it in a main clause, be it in a
higher-level subordinate clause) or of some other phrase (as when a relative clause
fills the place of an adjective). The most developed form of embedding is the iterative
expansion of this latter type as described, for instance, in the recursive schemes of
generative grammar (on recursion, cf. examples below).
Embedding-like phenomena characterize language in various shapes and at
different levels, not only in sentence syntax. One, only virtual and perhaps not
properly carrying the name, is the Saussurean interplay of “syntagm” – a sequence
of places in a sentence – and “paradigm” – the set of possible values of the
“variable” occupying a particular place.2 It is related to the use of general terms
(e.g., “animal”) in language that may stand for any one of a number of particulars
(in casu “cat”, “canary”, “eel”, ...), but with the difference that the general terms
are actually present in the sentence “the animal is alive”, whereas the places in a
syntagm are potentialities which (in the best Aristotelian manner) are only
actualized by being filled out by paradigm members – the syntagm in itself is no
sentence but an abstract scheme. It is also somewhat similar to the idea of a
2

That is, for example, the “syntagm” subject – verb – object, where (from the grammatical point of
view) the place “subject” can be filled by any member of the “paradigm” consisting of nouns (and
pronouns in the nominative), the place “verb” by the paradigm consisting of transitive verbs, and
“object” by a paradigm containing nouns and accusative forms of pronouns.
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Cartesian product, but in this case with the difference that here the places in the
syntagm are occupied by identical paradigms,3 whereas the places in a sentence
syntagm are to be filled out by different paradigms.
My intention in the following is to explore whether and to which extent
the concept can be applied fruitfully and coherently to three areas pertaining
to the structure and history of mathematics:
–

The structure of numerals and the emergence of place-value and quasi-placevalue notations.

–

The relation of algebraic symbolism to preceding representations.

–

The alleged absence of “revolutions” from the development of mathematics.

I shall tie all three discussions to the notion of “embedding”; it remains to be
seen whether it is applicable in the same or related ways in all three cases, and thus
whether applying it provides some real insight; if the three uses are unrelated, it is
an empty metaphor which might as well be discarded.
Empty or not, “embedding” is a spatial metaphor. I shall close by some
reflections on spatiality, language and mathematics.

Numerals
A theme which “historically interested” mathematicians are fond of treating is
the emergence of place-value notations. In agreement with the “Lamarckian
fallacy”4 so close at hand in every evolutionary thought, our present position is
seen as the goal of preceding changes; maybe further developments shall attain
even higher peaks (this was what Nietzsche supposed, adding an Übermensch
to Lamarck’s ladder of perfection), but these will by necessity ascend from us.
There may be blind alleys in evolution (even Lamarck supposed that animals
that happened to live in the sea might develop into more perfect fishes but
3

An example would be a statistical table showing the variation of the population of a number of cities
over time: for each year, the same cities are listed in the table.

4

The term refers to Lamarck’s original thought as set forth in his Philosophie zoologique from 1809 – man
is the perfect being, and other animals strive in their development toward this perfection. The
fallacy is absent from the “neo-Lamarckian” doctrines from the late nineteenth century, from which
the teleological element has been eliminated, and where the originally ancillary inheritance of
acquired characteristics has become the central explanatory device.
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could not attain the perfection of man); but the blind alleys are always
represented by “the others”.
The place-value system can be explained as an embedding in various ways.5
One is recursive on the level of places only,

where {placef} (f for “first”) may be filled out by any of the digits 1, 2, ..., 9 constituting
the paradigm {digitf}, and {place} by any of the digits 0, 1, 2, ..., 9 (the paradigm
{digit}). In plain words, the minimal string representing a number consists of a
single place that may be filled by any of the digits 1, 2, ..., 9; others number strings
may be produced by appending one or more places to the right that can be filled by
any of the digits 0, 1, 2, ..., 9. Because of the incomplete identity of the paradigms
{digit} and {digitf}, this is no full Cartesian product, although it comes closer to this
type than the linguistic syntagm-paradigm structure. For use in the following, I
shall call it “type I” description.6
The scheme which best corresponds to current explanations of the system
(“type II” description) avoids the explicit reference to places (as did studies of syntax
prior to the advent of structuralism), but it still separates the writing from the
arithmetical meaning,

The corresponding numerical value is explained as a sum
; that is, it still
refers to the single places (even this is an analogue of the way a pre-structuralist
syntactical analysis ascribes meaning to a sentence). A recursive definition which
does not refer to the numbers of the places can be made in the shape of an algorithm
5

In the interest of simplicity, I shall at first restrict the discussion to the writing of positive integers.
Later, the reference to historical examples will force us to introduce fractions.

6

If we admit an initial string of zeroes in the writing of a numeral, the distinctions between {digit} and
{digitf} and between {place} and {placef} are evidently superfluous. The cost is that numbers no longer
correspond to numerals but to equivalence classes among numerals.
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with a single loop, …value := …value 10+…next digit , starting with …value =
…first digit and ending when …next digit is the last digit, corresponding to the
formula
(...((d n.10+dn–1 ).10+d n–2).10...+d 1).10+d 0.
It is rarely pointed out that the place-value notation implies a more refined
type of embedding (“type III”), which cannot be formalized as a simple recursive
scheme of the type used in generative grammar, and which I shall therefore approach
through examples.7 It has the strange property that it can be interpreted in different
ways – to be “polysemic” – at the intermediate
3600
600 60 10
1
stage but to lead to the same final total meaning
irrespective of the choice of intermediate
1
0
2
5
interpretations. 8 In type-I and type-II
1
0
2
5
interpretation, a number of type d|0|0|...|0
2
0
5
0
(which may be understood as an additive
contribution to a more complicated multi-place
1
0
2
5
0
 1|0|0|...|0; apart from the
number) means d
0
1
0
2
5
recursive definition of {place sequence}, embedding
2
0 5 4 0
is thus only present in the sense that a “1” can be
replaced by any digit. But in a multi-place number a|b|c|d|e|f|...|r, any sequence
of digits may actually be taken out to represent a number counting the units at its
own lowest place; thus, a|b|c|d|e|f|...|r = (a|0|0|0|e|f|...|r) +(b|c|d
1|0|0|...|0) – less abstractly, 234875 = 23410 3+875 = 2310 4+4810 2+75 =
2105+3487101+5, etc. That is, if a multi-place number is put into the place of a
unity of any level, all its “overflowing” places end up where they “should” stand.
This property is essential for the simplicity of algorithms. In order to understand
why this is so one may look at how addition works in the mixed decimal-seximal

7

Not only is this property of the place value notation rarely pointed at or explained, but mathematics
teachers tend to censure students’ spontaneous taking advantage of the principle in locutions like
“three point twentyfive”.

8

This property is shared with the associative composition of group theory and thus with arithmetical
addition and multiplication – a(bc) = (ab)c. In contrast, the algebraic expresssion a+b(c+d)f is
certainly not to be identified with (a+b)c+df; nor are the logical sequences p  (q  r) and (p  q)
 r equivalent.
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system of the Babylonians.9 A number 1|0/2|5 (where separation “|” stands for a
factor 10 and separation “/” for a factor 6) added to itself gives 2|0/5|0, while 1/
0 |2 /5 |0+1 /0 |2 /5 | 0 = 2 /0 |5 /4 |0. Multiplications of course become even more
bothersome, and root extractions virtually impossible if not reduced to an implicit
sexagesimal system.
Such mixed place-value systems are rare in the historical record, though their
non-place-value analogues are very common in pre-metric metrologies; best known
while still in use are probably the Roman numerals, with their levels 1, 5, 10, 50, ....
The place-value example that comes to my mind beyond the Babylonian system is
the Maya calendar system, which is vigesimal except for the step that ensures a
unit of 360 instead of 400 days – obviously a choice dictated by actual calendarian
convenience.10 It is therefore not without interest that the earliest Latin theoretical
exposition of “Arabic” reckoning – due to Jordanus of Nemore and from the early
thirteenth century – proposes an analogue of this mixed system for fractions.11
Instead of describing how to compute with the sexagesimal fractions currently
used by astronomers (minutes, seconds, thirds, etc.), Jordanus introduces “consimilar
fractions” (in modern symbols
), for which the factor p by which each
place decreases is constant; this is an obvious generalization of the sexagesimal
fractions (p = 60) and also encompasses decimal fractions (p = 10) as another special
case; it might seem rather empty if it had not gone together with the introduction
of another category: “dissimilar fractions”, for which the factors of decrease vary
(in modern symbols



). The “dissimilar fractions” correspond to the

“ascending continued fractions” which were commonly used in Semitic languages
(Arabic, but also Babylonian – see [Høyrup 1990]) – composite fractions of the type
9

Mostly, historians think of the Babylonian system as a “sexagesimal” system, a place-value system
with base 60. That the Babylonians themselves understood the system rather (but not exclusively) as
a decimal-seximal system in the Old Babylonian period (c. 2000 BCE to c. 1600 BCE) follows from the
way “intermediate zeroes” are inserted in a text from Susa and from the way roundings are made
[Høyrup 2002: 15 n.19, 263]. In the Seleucid epoch (third to second century BCE), some “intermediate
zeroes” normally considered erroneous suggest that the same way of thinking still prevailed.

10

See [Closs 1986: 299–307]. To be precise, the irregularity of the system occurs in what can be
regarded as the fractional part, calendarian distances being counted in the vigesimal place value
notation in units of 360 days; below this interval, up to 17 units of 20 days and up to 19 single days
are counted.

11

See [Høyrup 1988: 337f].
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“one half, and two thirds of one half, and four sevenths of one third of one half”.
In these, the successive denominators would be chosen ad hoc, and therefore had to
be made explicit.12
From the mathematical point of view, the dissimilar fractions constitute the
general and the consimilar a “degenerate” case (sexagesimal and decimal fractions
being one step further degenerate by having a predetermined and no general factor
of decrease). In spite of this, the dissimilar fractions were never accepted by anybody
apart from the inventor, and for good reasons: number notations are first of all
tools for computation, and the criterion for acceptance is not mathematical
generality or “beauty” but a compromise between computational ease and
agreement with pre-existing number concepts and habits; given his non-Semitic
linguistic environment, Jordanus erred on both accounts.
Place value systems constitute a special (elliptic) variant of multiplicative
writings of numbers, and in this respect they correspond (ellipsis apart) to the
normal way of expressing higher numerals in all languages which possess these.
As spoken examples we may refer to English sixty-four (interpreting -ty as a variant
of ten), corresponding to “types I/II”, and two hundred sixty-four thousand three
hundred and nineteen, where the underlined part is close to the principle of “type
III” (without sharing its inherent flexibility – we would never find *twenty-six myriads
four thousand thirty-one-ty and nine). In writing, multiplicative notations are known
for example from younger Hieroglyphic and Middle Kingdom Hieratic Egyptian,
where, respectively, 27,000,000 may be written as 270 below the sign for 100,000,
and 40,000 as 4 written below the sign for 10,000 [Sethe 1916: 9]. In the Greek
alphabetic notation we also find a variant related to “types I/II” – thus in
Diophantos Arithmetic II.xxiv [ed. Tannery 1883: I, 121] Û  meaning 1 (=)
myriad (Û), 4 (=) thousand (/) and 641 (=). The Greek type is certainly an
imitation of spoken numerals, which in Ancient Greek follow the same pattern;
given the unpredictable level of the multiplicand, the Egyptian system is more likely
to have been at least in part independent of spoken language.
From here we may turn to the earliest beginning of writing in proto-literate
Mesopotamia. Since the eighth millennium BCE, a system of characteristic tokens
made of burnt clay had been used in the Near East, seemingly for accounting
purposes – see, e.g., [Schmandt-Besserat 1992]. Some of these tokens (small and
12

Either as here in words or (thus in late medieval Maghreb mathematics and in Fibonacci’s Liber
abbaci) as 4 2 1 .
732
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large cones and spheres) appear to have represented various standard containers
(and thus measures) of grain, whereas flat circular discs probably stood for sheep
and other livestock. With the advent of writing in the later fourth millennium,
representations of the spheres and cones came to stand for standard units of grain.
The relations were as follows [Damerow & Englund 1987: 136]:

The same signs (produced indeed by impression of the same particular stylus)
were also used (presumably a new use) for (perhaps only “almost-abstract”) numbers,
but with a different sequence of factors [Damerow & Englund 1987: 127], in which
we recognize the decimal-seximal structure of the later place-value system:

We shall return anon to the reasons that these numbers should possibly be
characterized as “almost-abstract” only. For the moment we observe first of all
that the use of a factor sequence for the number series that differs from that of the
grain measures cannot easily be explained without the assumption that at least the
lower part of the number series rendered the structure of a pre-existent (and thus
oral) numeral system. The writing of 600 is clearly meant multiplicatively, and
corresponds to the structure of the Sumerian word for 600 (geš.ù, “sixty-ten”13);
this word, however, is not attested until much later. Whether a spoken word for
3600 (with the appurtenant multiplicative word for 36000) was already in existence
when writing was created is rather doubtful, as is the status of an early equivalent
of geš.ù as a proper numeral; for certain purposes, indeed, written counting was
based on a different “bisexagesimal” system with units 1, 10, 60, 120, 1200 and
720014 [Damerow & Englund 1987: 132]. The spoken terms may therefore rather
have been constructed from the written numerals; whether the decimal-seximal

13

I.e., ten sixties, Sumerian having postposited adjective and numeral.

14

The signs were written thus (increasing values toward the right):
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structure of spoken numerals extended to three levels (from which a systematic
unlimited expansion is easily derived) before the intervention of writing is thus
quite dubious. It is a fair guess, in any case, that the utmost-left grain unit is a fresh
emulation of the multiplicative structure of “normal” numerals, as are the writings
of 1200 and 7200 in the “bisexagesimal” system.15
Before the invention of writing, not only grain accounting but also the counting
of livestock was made “concretely”, 2 sheep (e.g.) being indicated by two sheepdiscs. The introduction of numerals had as its purpose to change this, and in written
accounts the same meaning was indicated by juxtaposition of a drawing of the
sheep-disc and the numeral 2. In this sense, the numbers can be regarded as abstract.
Two reasons suggest that we should perhaps add an “almost”. One is the existence
of the bisexagesimal system. Since we do not understand the exact bureaucratic
procedures within which it was used, we cannot say whether its existence has any
implications for the number concept that make it less abstract than ours; it may
imply nothing more than our habitual counting of wine bottles in dozens and,
more recently, of bytes in units of 1024 and 1,048,576 spoken of for convenience
as 1000 (k) and 1,000,000 (M). The other is the use of the numbers without
reference to a unit when the dimensions of rectangles are indicated. This habit
of leaving implicit a “basic” unit (in length measures the nindan or “rod” of c.
6 m) stayed alive for millennia in Mesopotamian mathematics, and can hardly
be taken as evidence for failing understanding (we also tell that something
happened on the third [day] of October [in year number] 1989 at 2 [hours] o[f
the] clock); but it does demonstrate that the users of the system did not feel it
was compulsory to separate quantity systematically from quality. From a
contemporary mathematical perspective it is tempting to see this as a symptom
of “primitivity”, that is, of a not fully unfolded number concept – forgetting
that even we omit the quality in certain cases where it is implied unambiguously
by the context.
An interpretation of the place-value system in this light may result in
unexpected insights. We may compare the system we actually use (now for

15

In the case of the grain units, however, this is nothing beyond a fair guess. Sometimes tokens are
provided with a circular punching, which almost certainly gave them a specific meaning, possibly a
larger value. The impression of a small circle in writing could be an emulation of this punching. Even
if this should be the case, however, the precise meaning “10” may well have gone together with the
creation of writing.
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fractional numbers) in “type-II”-interpretation with what Stevin proposed in La
Disme in 1585 [ed. Sarton 1935]: to write “our” 375.72 as 375

7

2

. As in

the Maghreb notation for the “dissimilar” or “ascending continued” fractions or in
the usual notation for angular minutes and seconds, the value of each place – its
“quality” – is made explicit separately from its “quantity”, the digit. This makes
explanation of the meaning more obvious but prevents easy recursiveness.
In “type-I” or “type-II” interpretation, our present notation already “recedes”
into “primitivity” when compared with Stevin’s original proposal; in “interpretation
III”, where unambiguous recursiveness can no longer be formulated, and where
the same number may be interpreted as an embedding in several different equally
valid ways (which, as pointed out, is the very reason that convenient algorithms
can be formulated), we are even farther removed from any clear distinction between
qualitative and quantitative dimensions (not to speak of making the structure
explicit). The best linguistic analogue is the kind of contact language which speakers
familiar with an ergative deep structure may conceptualize in their way, and which
speakers whose mother tongue has an accusative deep structure may without
difficulty understand as they are accustomed to.16
Historically, all place-value systems probably arose through transformation of
preceding systems where the multiplicative structure was clear, that is, where digits
multiplied values of identified places or their analogues.17 As in spoken language
(where, to mention simple English examples, thirteen is found instead of *three-ten
and twenty instead of *twain ten or *two tens), such mathematical rigour is worn off
in use. In both cases, “embedding” is a reconstructed deep structure, no longer
(and perhaps never historically in complete form) a clean surface structure. Even
in the case of spoken numerals, the deep structure is likely to be only a possible or
at best a highly plausible reconstruction, not the only logical possibility.18
16

See [Silverstein 1971] on Chinook Jargon.

17

Such analogues may be columns in an abacus – or they may be the values of specific signs like the
early Mesopotamian signs for 1, 10, 60 etc., in which case the “digits” are the fixed patterns in which
specific numbers of such signs are organized.

18

Similar ambiguities can be found in other linguistic domains. I think in particular of the doubts
whether it is meaningful to refer to a “verb phrase” (and thus to split the sentence into subject and
predicate, the latter containing verb+object) in creole and certain other languages. For creoles, see
[Bickerton 1981: 53 and passim]; for Dyirbal in its relation to related languages, [Dixon 1977: 382]; for
Sumerian, [Gragg 1973: 91].
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For historians of mathematics, these observation imply a moral: there is no
reason to see the introduction of a place value system as an indubitable intellectual
progress. For purposes of practical computation, the progress is not to be doubted;
nor is it, indeed, in the Babylonian “primitive” deletion of standard units. But
conceptual ambiguity – be it pragmatically adequate ambiguity – is not what
mathematicians normally see as the aim of their specific enterprise.

Symbols and other symbols
In [1842: 302], Nesselmann proposed in his Algebra der Griechen a three-stage scheme
for the history of algebra. His “first and lowest” stage is that of “rhetorical algebra”,
in which everything in the calculation is explained in full words.19 The second,
“syncopated algebra”, makes use of standard abbreviations for certain recurrent
concepts and operations, even though “its exposition remains essentially rhetorical”.
The third is “symbolic algebra”; here, “all forms and operations that appear are
represented in a fully developed language of signs that is completely independent
of the oral exposition”.
Al-KhwÀrizmÁ’s Algebra (from the early ninth century CE ) is pointed out
to represent (together with other Arabic works 20) the most consistent version of
the rhetorical principle, as even numbers are written in full words. Iamblichos
and “the oldest Italians and their disciples, for instance Regiomontanus” are
counted in the same category in spite of their use of non-verbal numerals.
Diophantos and later European algebra until the mid-seventeenth century is
syncopated, 21 “although already Viète has sown the seeds of modern algebra
in his writings, which however only sprouted some time after him” (the
following pages mention Oughtred, Descartes, Harriot and Wallis).
Nesselmann’s stages (or types) are regularly cited, even though many histories
of mathematics interpret any use of abbreviations as “symbolization”. Worse,
even those who cite him rarely notice Nesselmann’s main point: that symbolization allows
19

Here and in the followings, all translations into English are mine when nothing else is indicated.

20

The introduction of syncopation in late Medieval Maghreb algebra was indeed only discovered by
Franz Woepcke in [1854].

21

P. 304, n. 15 points out that some parts of Diophantos’s Arithmetic are written without any use of
abbreviations, and are thus purely rhetorical.
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operations directly on the level of the symbols, without any recourse to thought
through spoken or internalized language.22 It may hence be of some value to rethink
the scheme; as we shall see, our present framework is useful for that purpose.
In Diophantos’s Arithmetic, we find symbols for the unknown number (the
arithmós) and its powers, spoken of as “signs” (. The unknown itself is
written with a simple sign, close to ; for all other powers (dynamis =2, kybos = 3,
dynamodynamis = 4, etc.), phonetic complements are added to the symbol (, K,
etc.);23 complements are also added to the sign for the monad (“power zero”), and
for numbers that stand as denominators in fractions,24 except when fractions are
written in compact form (

meaning

). Addition is indicated by juxtaposition,

(, “missing” etc.). One sign only is used
subtraction and subtractivity by
for direct operation: the designation of the “part denominated by” n (better, the
reciprocal of n, since non-integer n occur), explained in the introduction to be
indicated by a sign  for powers of the unknown. In III.xi, a number is posited to be
 . When then  turns out to be
immediately to be

22

(

. (that is,

), the number itself is stated

). Diophantos thus knows at the level of symbols (and

In Nesselmann’s own words
We may execute an algebraic calculation from the beginning to the end in fully intelligible way
without using one written word, and at least in simpler calculations we only now and then insert
a conjunction between the formulae so as to spare the reader the labour of searching and reading
back by indicating the connection between the formula and what precedes and what follows.

Since then, (mis)use of logical arrows in sequence has sometimes eliminated the conjunctions – but
already because the arrows are misused, they are mere abbreviations and cannot serve as symbols in
Nesselmann’s sense (cf. note 8).
23

One should remember that Diophantos wrote without distinguishing between capital and small
letters. Apart from reminding of the phonetic reading, the complements thus also indicated that the
symbols for the dynamis and the kybos were not to be read as 4 and 20, respectively.
It has been suggested (thus [Heath 1921: II, 457]) on the basis of the way the sign is written in
Medieval manuscripts that the sign for the  comes from a contracted . However, the form
in the papyrus P. Mich. 620 (probably from the early second century CE, and not known to Heath),
viz
[Vogel 1930: 373], does not support this reconstruction.

24

In I.23 [ed. Tannery 1893: I, 92], 50/23 appears as
of the said part”
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supposes his reader to understand) that () = , and that

=

13

.

From here we may jump to late medieval Italy. In Dardi of Pisa’s mid–
fourteenth-century Aliabraa argibra25 we find on fol. 3r this explanation of how to
multiply a square root ( ) by a number:
If you wish to multiply

of number by number, as 6 times

of 3, you should reduce the number

to , that is 6, which makes 36, which 36 you should multiply by 3, it amounts to

of 108, and so

much makes of 3 times 6 or 6 times of 3, that is of 108, which is surd [indiscreto], and so we
prefer it as a surd number, that is,

of 108.

of 3 —— times 6 —— that is

of 36 times

of 3 —— makes

of 108.

We notice that is used not only where we would use a mathematical symbol
 but also in the discursive text, and that it is followed in all functions by the
preposition “of” exactly as the fully written word “root”/radice would be.
Somewhat closer to symbolization is the summary of the explanation of the
multiplication of binomials in croze (that is, cross-multiplication; this example
fol. 18v):

Here, c stands for cosa (“thing”), that is, the first power of the unknown, and ç for
censo,26 its second power; e means “and”. Drachmas are used for “power zero”.
The scheme imitates one which is used to explain the multiplication (10  2)  (10  2)
on fol. 4v, itself modelled after the explanation of the cross-multiplication of twodigit numbers; it may thus be regarded as an extension of “type-I” embedding in
which digits are replaced by algebraic monomials. Similar but more fully developed
schemes are still found in Stifel’s Arithmetica integra from 1544 and other sixteenthcentury works.
25

On Dardi and his algebra, see [Van Egmond 1983]. I use the earliest extant manuscript Vatican, Chigi
M.VIII.170, written in Venetian in c. 1395 (referring to the recent stamped foliation).

26

In the fourteenth century Venetian dialect of the manuscript – probably that of the original – the
writing of this word would probably have been çenso (but it never appears in full). In the fifteenth
century, north eastern Italian dialects would mostly write zenzo.
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Other treatises from Dardi’s century go somewhat further, and write divisions
by polynomials as fractions. Thus we find in Trattato dell’alcibra amuchabile [ed.
Simi 1994: 42]:

corresponding to our

. The solution of the problem

= 20 is then

explained verbally with reference to the operations performed on the symbolic
expression in parallel to the addition

(the aim being of course that the

trained reckoner be able to operate directly on the formal fractions). Here, as we
see, the places of numbers in a more intricate arithmetical expression may be taken
over by algebraic polynomials.
The limits of this one-level embedding are illustrated by the way complex
entities are expressed in Cardano’s Ars magna from 1545 (this example from
[Cardano 1545: 34 r ]). What we would express as
appears here as “ V: cubica 42 p: 1700 p. V: cubica 42 m: 1700” – “p.”
representing più/”plus”, “m.” meno/”less”, “ ” “radice”, and “V” (for unita/
”united” or universale) indicating that the root is taken of two members. “ V” thus
expresses that a two-member expression is embedded at the place of the radicand.
However, the whole notation is so cumbersome that mental operation at the level
of symbols is impossible; it facilitates writing but not understanding – as most
algebraic syncopation it calls for a translation into the corresponding full verbal
expression if one is to penetrate its mysteries. Only Bombelli’s L’algebra from [1572]
(claimed very adequately by the author to be primarily a rewriting in
understandable form of what Cardano and other precursors had already done
but set forth opaquely) introduces algebraic parentheses for composite radicands
, and used for multiple nesting) and an arithmetical notation
(written
for powers in which represents our xn. The latter notation is obviously akin in
spirit to Stevin’s almost contemporary notation for decimal fractions. The absence
of a “placeholder” or manifest representative of the unknown makes it unfit
both for operation with several unknowns and for embedding of a whole algebraic
parenthesis at the place of an unknown; it can be seen to share the strength as
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well as the weaknesses of a Stevinian notation for consimilar as opposed to a
Fibonaccean notation for dissimilar fractions (see note 6). Bombelli thus provides
one of the essential building stones for the creation of a fully symbolic algebra,
but he uses it only for composite radicands and stops short of producing this
algebra himself.
Strictly speaking, algebraic embedding does not begin with the incipient
use of syncopation for symbolization purposes but rhetorically. In one problem of
the algebra-chapter of Leonardo Fibonacci’s Liber abbaci from 1228 [ed. Boncompagni
1857: 422], a census (the Italian censo) is re-baptized res (“thing”, becoming cosa in
Italian), which allows Leonardo to speak of its square as census. The same trick is
inherent in a number of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Latin and European
vernacular terms for the higher powers; as an example chosen at random we may
quote Pedro Nuñez’s Libro de algebra [1567: 24]:
The first of those quantities which we call dignidades, which are ordered thus in proportion,
is the cosa, which for this reason was given unity as denomination. The second is the
censo, to which fell 2 as denomination. The third is the cubo, which has 3 as denomination.
The fourth is the censo de censo, which has 4 as denomination. The fifth is called relato
primo, whose denomination is 5. The sixth is censo de cubo, or cubo de censo, and its
denomination is 6.

We find the same system in Luca Pacioli’s Summa and Stifel’s Arithmetica integra.
Diophantos’s system is different, however; here [ed. Tannery 1893: I, 6] the sequence
is arithmós, dýnamis, kýbos, dynamodýnamis, dynamokýbos, kybokýbos. This is also
found in al-KarajÁ’s FakhrÁ (Arabic list quoted in [Woepcke 1853: 48]) and in ibn
Badr’s Recapitulation of Algebra [ed., trans. Sánchez Pérez 1916: 18] – and still in
Viète’s In artem Analiticen Isagoge [ed. Hofmann 1970: 3].
The former system, as obvious also from the grammatical form “census of
cube”, etc., is built on embedding, the latter not. In the former system, the treatment
of – say – second-degree problems where the unknown is itself a cube are therefore
immediately seen to be reducible, and it is indeed equivalent to Leonardo’s positing
of a census as a thing; in the latter, reducibility has to be understood, it is not
exhibited directly by the terminology.
But this embedding is of course rudimentary; it allows the easy treatment of
biquadratics and similar problems, but does not permit that a power of the unknown
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be replaced by a polynomial or other composite expression. Diophantos and alKarajÁ treat the various powers as entities; in modern terms, Nuñez, Pacioli and
Stifel have come to consider the power as a function or an operation, but only when
the argument is another power – in other cases it remains an entity. The complete
change of powers to being operations could only be effected when a generalization
of Bombelli’s parenthesis function was combined with a convenient notation for
powers. Only Descartes has both in his Geometrie.27
The development of algebraic embedding thus turns out to go together with
the full shift to symbolization in Nesselmann’s sense. This is not strange; only the
development of certain symbolic notations allowed the unambiguous expression of
embedding, and the avoidance of monsters corresponding to

(a+bk-[m)+nc]–d
(in principle, punctuation in a written rhetorical exposition could serve, but a
sufficiently consistent punctuation also did not exist in the sixteenth century –
perhaps not even today). On the other hand, only the use of embedding made it
possible to handle complex expressions so conveniently that computations could
be made without recourse to extensive verbal explanations.
With this in mind, we may take a look at two notations that are neither
rhetorical nor participants in the development toward Modern European symbolic
algebra – first the Indian notation, which Nesselmann refers to as an earlier case of
symbolic algebra.
As examples we may consider two equations from BhÀskara II (b. 1115) – see
[Datta & Singh 1962: II, 31f]. An equation which in our terminology translates

5x+8y+7z+90 = 7x+9y+6z+62
is actually expressed]:

27

Descartes did not need to combine the two, and therefore does not do so; what he needs and uses
repeatedly are polynomial parentheses multiplied by powers of a variable. But Descartes made the
tools available for those who were to need them for wider purposes in the following generations.
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whereas our

8x3+4x2+10y2x = 4x3+0x2+12y2x
corresponds to]:

As Datta and Singh quote David Eugene Smith [1923: II, 425f], this notation is
“in one respect [...] the best that has ever been suggested” because it “shows at a
glance the similar terms one above the other, and permits of easy transposition”. It
corresponds well to the single-level embedding of place-value numbers in Stevin’s
notation. 28
What it does not permit is direct multiple embedding, for instance replacement
of yÀ by a polynomial. Nor is it intended for that, it is only used for linear reductions
of equations, as one will discover looking at the context of BhÀskara’s formula in
the VijÀ-ganita [trans. Colebrooke 1817: 248]; the rest of BhÀskara’s argument is
syncopated, though more systematic in its use of abbreviations than Diophantos.
Indian schemes (if not BhÀskara’s whole text, but the same could be said about
Viète) are thus justly seen as a symbolic notation by Nesselmann; but Smith is right
that it is the best “in one respect” only – namely within the restricted framework of
problems actually dealt with by BhÀskara and his fellows, and for the even more
restricted use made of it within this framework; it was not open-ended. It this way,
it presents us with a parallel to the “short-coming” of the place-value system for
fractions as compared with Fibonacci’s more flexible and more explicit but less
handy notation for dissimilar fractions.
The other example is European, and borrowed from Jordanus of Nemore’s De
numeris datis, written somewhere around 1220–30. The work is a quasi-Kantian
critique of the procedures of algebra, modelled after Euclid’s Data; it tries so to
speak to demonstrate that what is currently done “empirically” in Arabic and postArabic al-jabr can be made by theoretically legitimate methods based on arithmetical
theory – see [Høyrup 1988] and [Puig 1994]. I translate one of the propositions
from the Latin text in [Hughes 1981: 58] (the diagram is added in the interest of
intelligibility, in agreement with the exposition in [Puig 1994] – nothing similar is
28

One may add that the use of abbreviations for unknowns, powers and operations prevents that
arithmetization of the designation of powers which reduces the multiplication and division of powers
of the unknown to a purely formal process.
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found in the original29):
If a given number is divided into two and if the product of one
with the other is given, each of them will also be given by
necessity.
Let the given number abc be divided into ab and c, and let the
product of ab with c be given as d, and let similarly the product
of abc with itself be e. Then the quadruple of d is taken, which
is f. When this is withdrawn from e, g remains, and this will be
the square on the difference between ab and c. Therefore the
root of g is extracted, and it will be b, the difference between

a
(a=c)

+

b

d

c
b
d

g
d
d

ab and c. And since b will be given, c and ab will also be given.
The working of this is easily verified in the following way. For instance: Let 10 be divided
into two numbers, and let the product of one with the other be 21, whose quadruple is
the same as 84, it is taken away from the square of 10, that is, from 100, and 16 remains
whose root is extracted, which will be 4, and that is the difference. It is taken away from
10 and the remainder, that is, 6, is halved; The half will be 3, and this is the minor part,
and the major is 7.

Not uncommonly, the use of letters have made interpreters see this as an early
instance of symbolic algebra. Nothing could be more mistaken – in terms of the caption
of the present section, these letters are indeed “other symbols”. The letters serve to
make the argument general, and are thus a parallel to the line segments of geometrical
demonstrations. But the argument cannot be made by manipulations of the symbols,
in particular because every new step is expressed in new symbols that have to be
identified verbally; even that rudimentary embedding is avoided which consists in
conserving the name 4d for the outcome of a multiplication of d by 4.
It is of some interest that Jordanus’ letter notation in these proofs may have
been inspired by the algorithms for computation with place-value numbers in typeI interpretation – see [Høyrup 1988: 337]. When presenting demonstrations for
these algorithms, Jordanus uses letters for digits, not for numbers; they thus represent
the place in which the digit has to be inserted. In this sense embedding is of course
also a feature of the proofs of De numeris datis – the letters represent places where
29

Whether Jordanus thought of something similar is uncertain but possible (the failure to point out at
first that a is meant to equal c might suggest that this was evident from a diagram); in any case the
diagram may be helpful for a modern reader. The proof when read in the context of the treatise as
a whole does not need it: even though there are no explicit references, the unexplained jumps build
on propositions that are proved earlier on in Jordanus’s Elements of Arithmetic.
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any number can be inserted instead of the letter; but embedding in this sense is
inherent in any attempt to formulate an argument or statement in general terms,
be it arithmetical, geometrical, or ethical – cf. above, after note 2.

Embedded theoretical domains?
In 1968, Raymond L. Wilder formulated as the last of 10 “`laws’ governing the
evolution of mathematical activity” that
Mathematical evolution remains forever a continuously progressing affair limited only by
the contingencies [of] the opportunities for diffusion, such as may be provided by a
universally accepted symbolism, increased outlet for publications, and other means of
communication[, the] Needs of the host culture [and the long-term stifling effects of a]
static cultural environment [or] an adverse political or general anti-scientific atmosphere

(quoted from the reprint [Wilder 1978: 200f]). In a similar list of ten “laws”,
Michael J. Crowe [1975: 165f] also proposed as the tenth that “revolutions never
occur in mathematics”, in the sense that no previously accepted entity is ever
“overthrown [or] irrevocably discarded”. He gave as an example that “Euclid was
not deposed by, but reigns along with, the various non-Euclidean geometries”, and
added that his law does not preclude the existence of revolutions in “mathematical
nomenclature, symbolism, metamathematics (e.g. the metaphysics of mathematics),
methodology (e.g. standards of rigor), and perhaps even in the historiography of
mathematics”. In contrast, the shift from Ptolemaic to Copernican astronomy is
seen as a genuine revolution.
Comparable formulations abound, not least among mathematicians reflecting
on the history of their field. They do not deny that new things happened when
(e.g.) the range of numbers was enlarged so as to encompass complex numbers or
quaternions or when non-Euclidean geometries were accepted in the nineteenth
century; but they go on to tell that quaternions contain the complex numbers as a
subset, for which the usual arithmetic of complex numbers holds good; that complex
numbers encompass real numbers as a subset, for which ...; ... and that the integers
contain the positive integers as a subset for which the rules of Elements VII–IX
remain valid; similarly, it is normally held, not that Euclidean geometry “reigns
along with the various non-Euclidean geometries” but that all of these turn out to
be special cases of an all-encompassing geometry.
The alleged absence of revolutions in mathematics is thus explained as an
embedding of old theories within more general frameworks. It could be added that
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the possibility of embedding older domains has often been used as a defining
condition when the scope of mathematical theories was widened. One case was
already referred to above – a very simple case, which is not suspect of being
motivated by explicit concerns for embedding. When Dardi of Pisa wants to show
(fol. 4v) that (–2)(–2) must be +4, he uses this scheme:

The idea is that cross-multiplication should still be valid, just as if we multiply
10
10 is still 100, and 10
(less 2) as well as (less 2)
“10 plus 2” by itself. Obviously, 10
 8) has to be 64,
must reasonably be “less 20”. Since the whole product (8
(less 2) must hence be +4 – it can be neither –4 nor 0, since then the whole
(less 2)
product would be 56 or 60.
To claim that no revolutions occur in mathematics amounts to asserting that
all theoretical shifts in mathematics either consist in such embeddings of the old
within something larger or in the addition of new fields of interest, corresponding
to the addition of spectroscopy to existing physics (this latter example is given in
[Crowe 1975: 165]).
The current way to prove this claim is a petitio principii. If one wants, for
instance, to prove that the geometry of Elements II is “covert algebra”30 and thus
isomorphic with a substructure of modern (or Cartesian) algebraic theory, then he
has to strip the text of all those features that do not fit the claim, by declaring them
to be non-essential and mere results of the unfortunate limitations of the framework
within which the ideas had to be expressed. In the actual case this not only implies
that we take it to be non-essential that Euclid’s theorems deal with equalities of
areas and lengths and not with numbers (which could still be defended by the
observation that areas and lengths can be mapped isomorphically onto the set of
positive real numbers) but also that we neglect the fact that propositions 5 and 6
are algebraically though not geometrically identical (we just have to switch some

30

Thus Hans Freudenthal’s characterization of Elements II.5 [1976: 189].
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names), as are propositions 9 and 10 (4 and 7 are so if we use proposition 1).31
Similar arguments could be used in many other cases. On the level of whole
theoretical domains, embedding thus does not describe the actual historical process,
since what is embedded is not the conceptual network of the old theory but a substructure
of the new theory itself which has some superficial similarity with certain features of
the old theory; in the best cases it is homomorphic with those features of the old
theory which the new theory wants to conserve. This is no different from the
conservation of epicycles in Copernicus’s theory, the conservation of Copernicus’s
heliocentricity in Kepler’s, or Newton’s conservation of Kepler’s idea that the same
physics should hold true below and above the moon. From this perspective there
was thus no revolution in early Modern astronomy.
All in all, the purported protective embedding of everything once made by
earlier mathematicians by their successors is rather an expression of the prevalent
ideology of mathematicians – and probably not of an intra-scientific ideology alone.
In a survey of the political opinions of US university faculty, Everett Carll Ladd
and Seymour Lipset [1972: 1092] found mathematicians to be somewhat more
conservative than physicians, considerably more than physicists, and far more than
teachers of the social sciences, the humanities, and even law. Probably, intrascientific and extra-scientific ideologies reinforce each other. Thomas Kuhn once
31

In symbolic translation, Elements II.1–10 can be expressed as follows ( (a) stands for the square on
the segment a, and a s (p,q) for the rectangle contained by p and q):
1. a s(a, p+q++t) = a s (a,p) + a s (a,q) ++ a s (a,t).
2.

(a) = a s(a, p) + a s(a, a–p).

3. a s(a, a+p) =
4.

(a+b) =

(a) +

5. a s(a,b) +

(

6. a s(a,a+p) +
7.

(a+p) +

(a) + a s(a,p).

(

(b) + 2 a s (a,b).
)=

(

)=

(a+

(a) +

10.

(a) + „

).

(a) = 2a s(a+p,a) +

8. 4a s(a,p) + (a–p) =
9.

)

(b) = 2[

(

(a+p) = 2[

(p).

(a+p).
)+
(

)+

(

)].
(a+

)].

If b is replaced by a+p in propositions 5 and 9, propositions 6 and 10 result; if b is replaced by p in
proposition 4, and if we use proposition 1 to show that (a)+a s (a,p) = a s(a,a+p), proposition 7
results when (a) is added to both sides. Application of similar small modifications will show that all
propositions 4–10 if seen as algebraic identities are trivially equivalent.
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stated [1963: 368] that scientists, though “trained to operate as puzzle-solvers from
established rules, [...] are also taught to regard themselves as explorers and inventors
who know no rules except those dictated by nature itself”. But mathematicians, as
we see, are often not taught so; instead, they learn that progress is their field has
always consisted in “changing in order to conserve”, in agreement with a famous
slogan of political conservatism.

Embedding and spatiality
Charles Darwin emphasized that evolution often makes use of existing organs which
are put to new use. One example is the swim bladder, which in certain fish was so
well furnished with veins that it could serve for supplementary breathing; when
adequate circumstances occurred, selection pressure gave rise to the development
of genuine lungs.
Obviously, the human language faculty has made use of a pre-existing organ –
namely the brain. We may ask which specific “organ” within the brain was made
use of, but since many brain centres are involved in the use of language, no
exhaustive answer is likely to emerge.
If we ask for syntax alone, however, at least a partial answer exists. According
to Ron Wallace [1989: 519f], “In all mammals except humans, both sides of the
hippocampus are cognitive-mapping structures 32 [...]. In humans, the right
hippocampus is specialized for mapping, the left for the production of verbal
material”. The evidence that the “cognitive-mapping system could function as a
deep structure for language” is analyzed in [O’Keefe & Nadel 1978: 381–410].33
Moreover, in almost all cases where the origin of grammatical case systems can be
traced, they derive from frozen spatial metaphors – see [Anderson 1971]: something
was done by X, that is, when X was close by and therefore probably responsible;
and it was done for Y, that is, in front of Y, and hence probably for Y’s sake. Other
languages, not least those where case is grammaticalized as inflection, underscore
the point – see also [Anderson 2006: 115–148].
32

[As explained in the abstract of the article (p. 518), “cognitive maps” are neurological models of
space, which “probably characterize all mammal species. The human cognitive map appears to be
unique, however, in being closely related to communication”. / JH]

33

Cf. also a commentary by Ron Wallace in [Burling 1993: 43f], and William Calvin’s arguments [1983:
121] that “enhanced throwing skill could have produced a strong selection pressure for any
evolutionary trends that provided additional timing neurons. This enhanced timing circuitry may
have developed secondary uses for language reception and production”.
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It thus seems fully justified to speak of the “embedding” for instance of relative
clauses, using metaphorically a term whose genuine meaning is spatial (namely to
place something within another thing or material): the syntactical operations in
language really seem to imitate spatial activity.34
In [1980: 248f] Noam Chomsky suggested in passing that “certain forms of
mathematical understanding – specifically, concerning the number system, abstract
geometrical space, continuity, and related notions” belonged, along with the
language faculty, to a set of domains in which “humans seem to develop intellectual
structures in a more or less uniform way on the basis of restricted data”. Already in
[1975], James Hurford analyzed numerals from the point of view of generative
grammar, in what he later characterized as “a paradigm example of Kuhnian
normal science” [Hurford 1987: 43].
In this last-mentioned work, Hurford was led (p. 305f) by analysis of universals
and universal irregularities in the formation of number systems and comparison
with other features of language to the conclusion that only one of a list of five
innate contributions to the number faculty – namely the “Cardinality Principle”,
the “disposition to make the sizeable leap from a memorized sequence of words to
the use of these words expressing the cardinality of collections”35 – “is special to
numeral systems; the rest are very familiar in human language more generally”;
further, that these five
innate capacities are sufficient to determine the number faculty in Man, but insufficient to
determine the universal morphosyntactic peculiarities found in the human linguistic systems
that express number. Man has the capacity for language and for number, capacities which
his ancestors at some stage lacked. Children, born with the capacity to acquire language
and number, acquire them simultaneously, and this simultaneity is significant.36 Language
is the mental tool by which we exercise control over numbers. Without language, no
numeracy. [...]. The capacity to reason about particular numbers, above about 3, comes to
humans only with language.
34

According to scattered observations by Piaget, it is also “a characteristic of operatory thought
that it achieves at the level of thought the same decentration, reversibility, and composability
which was achieved at the sensori motor level during the second year of life”, as summed up in
[HØyrup 2000: 249].

35

To the last point one should perhaps add the qualification that “Every language has a numeral
system of finite scope” [Greenberg 1978: 253]. In contrast to what occurs in certain written number
systems (not least in place value systems), the recursiveness in any actual spoken language, though
possibly high, is never unlimited.
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If the human number faculty itself is largely a by-product of innate linguistic capacities, the
linguistic subsystems dealing with number are shaped by further principles, which are not
innate in individuals. The two main such principles are:
Languages and their subsystems grow gradually over time. Their structures exhibit traces
of this growth in the form of discontinuities and irregularities.
Pragmatic factors make certain forms favoured for communication and such pragmatic
preferences become grammaticalized, that is regarded by new acquirers as having the
status of grammatical rules.

So, according to Hurford, the understanding of the possibility to count a collection
of items (the “cardinality principle”) may be a language independent universal (where
he overlooks the integrations with ordinality, cf. note 36); but in his view the
embedding involved in the construction of higher numerals is transferred from the
corresponding structure in general language, and has no independent status.
If we regard number systems alone, it is indeed close at hand to regard their
pragmatic characteristics (thirteen instead of *three-ten, Italian sedici for 16 but
diciasette for 17, etc.) as manifestations of features that characterize language in
general. Possibly, this analysis might even be projected upon written number systems
and abacus-type representations and their kin – for instance, the cancellation of
Stevin’s place identifications might be seen as an analogue of the English deletion
of the relative pronoun when it occurs in object position.
However, the inclusion of symbolic algebra in the panorama suggests a
somewhat different interpretation. As we have seen, it is exactly when symbolism
leaves language efficiently behind that it develops the capability of multiple
embedding. Moreover, this embedding refers directly to spatiality. This is true of
the new root sign that replaced , and which allows that we write

instead of Cardano’s “ . V: cubica 42 p: 1700 p. V: cubica 42 m: 1700”; but it is
also true of the various types of parentheses, which all suggest an actual enclosing –
36

[Actually this simultaneity should probably be formulated differently. Both according to Piaget’s
results and my own observations, the integration of cardinality and ordinality, the certainty that
loops are not permitted in the number jingle, and the immediate rejection of repetition of the same
item twice in counting, only turn up around the age of five to six. Language, of course, is acquired
before; but the acquisition of recursive syntax, not least the use of relative clauses, occurs around the
same time [Romaine 1988: 232ff]. / JH]
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and Descartes’

. No mathematician ever had the idea to enclose something in )...( or }...{ or
anything similar. The use of < and > for “smaller than” and “larger than” are
also directly linked to that possibility of repeated embedding which corresponds
to the transitivity (and actual spatial meaning) of the relations. Other symbols
derive from abbreviations (e.g.  and ∫ for “sum”,  and  for “difference”), but
it appears that symbols that have a spatial interpretation are directly iconic, and
that their character is in disagreement with Saussure’s principle that the relation
between the linguistic signifier – the actual shape of a word – and its signification
is generally arbitrary.38 Mathematical symbolism seems to be tied directly to our
capacity for processing spatial information, and not only indirectly through our
syntactic capacity.
Seen in this light, even the number faculty may be less subordinated to the
language faculty than concluded by Hurford for anything going beyond the cardinality
principle, and connected to spatial connection directly and not only through the
mediation of general language. It might perhaps be involved with “abstract
geometrical space, continuity, and related notions”, as suggested by Chomsky.39
These (at least partially distinct) couplings of language, number and algebraic
symbolization to our faculty for processing spatial information suggests that the
37

Actually, Bombelli’s manuscript shows that he intended the even more explicit
embedding

with

, but this was asking for more than the typesetter would accept. See the

reproduction of a manuscript page in [Bombelli 1966: xxxiii, fig. 2].
38

See the various contributions to [Haiman 1985] for examples of similar iconic exceptions to the
general rule in the domain of syntax proper.

39

In an article published after the original version of the present paper was prepared [Hauser, Chomsky
& Fitch 2002], Chomsky and two collaborators go even further, reaching a position close to what is
suggested here. As summarized in the abstract, they hypothesize that the FLN, the “language
faculty in the narrow sense” (which excludes such things as the general sensori-motor and the
conceptual-intentional systems) “only includes recursion [which is furthermore] the only uniquely
human component of the faculty of language. We further argue that FLN may have evolved for
reasons other than language, hence comparative studies might look for evidence of such computations
outside of the domain of communication (for example, number, navigation, and social Relations)”.
Recursion, as also evident in the above formalizations of the placevalue system, is closely related to
embedding, in particular to multiple embedding (as also made clear in [Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch
2002: 1577]).
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shared notion of “embedding” is more than a gratuitous metaphor in as far as these
three domains are concerned. The “embedding” of theories, however, even in cases
where it describes real generalization and is no mere expression of conservative
ideology, is not easily linked to spatiality proper, and should probably be understood
as a different phenomenon. It should instead be linked to Eugene Wigner’s famous
“Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in the Natural Sciences” [1960] – both
show that there is some kind of objective truth in mathematics, which does not
coincide with the single theory but conditions it.
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Generalization or widening or extension of meaning is a process contrary to specialization. In such cases the meaning of a word
becomes more general in the course of time. It means that initially the word had only one lexical meaning and was used in a narrow
sense but then got wider sense and more than one lexical meaning. Due to it such words usually become more frequently used.Â This
research has helped me to understand the semantic structure of English words at the present stage of their development. This
development is always a source of quantitative and qualitative development of the vocabulary. The constant development of trade,
intercultural communication, technology, medicine, etc. usually brings new notions into our life. But languages do not have words to
name them. If their students are to develop mathematical proficiency, teachers must have a clear vision of the goals of instruction and
what proficiency means for the specific mathematical content they are teaching. They need to know the mathematics they teach as well
as the horizons of that mathematicsâ€”where it can lead and where their students are headed with it.Â appropriate ways to respond. A
teacher must interpret studentsâ€™ written work, analyze their reasoning, and respond to the different methods they might use in
solving a problem. Teaching requires the ability to see the mathematical possibilities in a task, sizing it up and adapting it for a specific
group of students. Ameliorative development of meaning or amelioration,or elevation is an improvement of the connotational component
of meaning. It is a semantic shift undergone by words due to their referents coming up the social scale. For example, OE cwÄ“n â€˜a
womanâ€™ > MnE queen; OE cniht â€˜a young servantâ€™ > MnE knight. The meanings of these words have been elevated through
associations with aristocratic life.Â Polysemy is inherent in the very nature of words and notions, as they always contain a
generalization of several traits of the object. Some of these traits are common with other objects, hence the possibility of identical
names for objects possessing common features. Thus polysemy is characteristic of most words in many languages.

